Three days later the guests had gathered
The wine flowed like the laughter

The master poured, no stint he showed
‘til every glass overflowed
But the vessel did run dry.

Then from the empty cask there burst
The best, the last and the first
The master’s joy and pride.

Three days later the guests had scattered
Gone the wine, gone the laughter
Even the sun refused to shine.

For on an ancient, lonely hill
The sweetest wine, more sweetly spilled
From hand, foot and side.

The Master poured, no stint he knew
Wine for me – wine for you
‘til the vessel was wrung dry.

But like the feast of wedding past
The Master saved the best for last
And from the depths new wine did arise.

Come taste the sorrow, the joy, the tears
Unending wine through unending years
The Master’s joy and pride.
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